
Large infrastructure functions1 have tradition-
ally been organized in “technology towers”  
for mainframes, servers, storage, middleware, 
databases, networks, and end users. These 
technology domains, often combined with 
smaller regional towers, each have their own 
staff interfacing with business partners, 
developing and deploying service offerings, 
and supporting operations.

However, this model seems to be hitting  
its limits for large enterprises as businesses 
become more global, the expectations  
of partners grow, and the pace of IT infra-
structure innovation increases. As a result, 
sophisticated infrastructure organizations  
are increasingly turning to functional “plan-
build-run” organizational models, which, by 

breaking down silos and working across 
technology domains, can facilitate a broad  
set of performance-improvement and trans-
formation objectives.

The declining relevance  
of technology towers  
and regional constructs

As large enterprises started to consolidate IT 
infrastructure across individual businesses, 
they typically designed organizational models 
around a combination of central and regional 
technology-tower elements. For example, the 
infrastructure function of a large manufac-
turer might be organized by big technology 
towers—global data center, network, and 
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1 IT infrastructure comprises 
the hardware, software,  
and operational support 
required to provide appli-
cation hosting, network,  
and end-user services.
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desktop organizations, each with regional 
components in the Americas, Europe, and 
Asia. This type of organization had the benefit 
of simplicity. One executive could be held 
accountable for the cost and uptime of each 
technology tower and its regional components, 
and regional staff stayed relatively close  
to internal customers such as application-
development and maintenance groups.

However, technology tower–based organiza-
tions have always been suboptimal in several 
respects. They often result in an inefficient 
duplication of activities, with people in each 
technology tower responding to basic inci-
dents or making simple changes to infrastruc-
ture configuration in different ways (Exhibit 1). 

Perhaps more important, the tower model 
makes it much harder to provide important 
business capabilities and address complex 
problems. For example, diagnosing challeng-
ing application-performance issues, where  
any one of a number of technologies might  
be the root cause, could require coordination 
across almost the entire infrastructure 
function. In addition, the absence of a single 

“front door” for infrastructure makes it much 
harder to manage demand, which is often 
frustrating for business partners and applica-
tion developers. As one senior architect said, 

“I spend a third of my time running between 
the server, storage, database, and network 
towers to get them on the same page on the 
overall infrastructure design.” 

Increasingly, tower-based models conflict with 
the aspirations and objectives of infrastruc-
ture leadership teams. As more infrastructure 
functions have adopted lean operations, they 
have sought to cross-train personnel and 
segment tickets for incidents and changes 

related to hosting service, such as configura-
tion and patches, by complexity rather than 
technology discipline. Naturally, technology 
silos limit the extent to which this can be done. 

Technology evolution presents an even bigger 
need for organizations to have integrated 
technology design, infrastructure solutions, 
and operations. This is because private-cloud 
environments,2 converged infrastructure 
products, Internet Protocol (IP) telephony, 
unified communications,3 and virtual-desktop4 
infrastructure make traditional distinctions 
between end user, data center, and network 
less and less relevant. As one head of infra-
structure told us, “Unified communications 
nearly broke my organization. The network 
guys said it was the next generation of voice. 
The data-center guys swore it was just another 
server running an application.” 

Making the transition to a 
plan-build-run organization

A plan-build-run organization is structured 
around major infrastructure functions that 
work across technology domains (Exhibit 2). 
There are two “plan” functions. Relationship 
management is responsible for collecting 
business requirements, performing demand 
management, and serving as the overall 
interface with business partners. Product 
management is responsible for developing 
and optimizing a set of reusable service 
offerings to be used by application developers. 
This involves understanding business require-
ments, defining service levels, and calculating 
product unit costs. It also includes optimizing 
product economics over time, just as it would 
for a product-management group at a tech-
nology vendor.

Takeaways 

IT infrastructure functions 

organized by “technology 

towers” may need to be 

reconsidered as busines- 

ses become more global 

and the pace of innova- 

tion increases.

An alternative, the plan-

build-run model, works 

across technology domains 

to serve the organization.

Although making a transition 

to a plan-build-run model 

will require companies to 

address questions related  

to design and implement-

ation, the shift could unlock 

value and help advance 

strategic objectives.

2 Most large institutions  
have programs under way  
to develop and roll out 
private-cloud environments 
to reduce hosting costs  
and dramatically improve  
the speed of delivery.

3 Unified-communications 
platforms integrate chat, 
e-mail, knowledge manage-
ment, video, and voice for  
a seamless user experience.

4 Virtual-desktop services 
separate the end-user 
“desktop” environment from  
a physical machine and can 
potentially simplify support, 
improve data security, and 
allow users to access applica-
tions and data from a range  
of devices.
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Likewise, there are two distinct “build” 
functions. Product engineering does the 
technology design and configuration to make 
the service offerings defined by product 
management ready for use in a production 
environment. This includes investigating 
vendor offerings, selecting specific technolo-
gies, performing the integration required to 
make sure they work together, and conducting 
prerelease testing to ensure required stability. 
Deployment takes complex requests from 
relationship management, develops imple-
mentable solutions using standard service 
offerings, and provisions them into the 
day-to-day environment. The deployment 
team, for example, determines how many 

servers and how many gigabytes of storage 
should be provisioned to support a new 
business application.

The “run” group performs all the operations 
and provides support to keep the technology 
environment operating and meeting service-
level expectations. It usually includes several  
large components: 

•  a service desk to receive user incidents  
and requests and resolve as many of them  
as possible; those that the service desk can’t 
resolve are passed on to the appropriate 
service group

McKinsey On Business Technology 2013 — Plan-Build-Run
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Traditional technology-aligned organization is suboptimal.

“Technology tower” model Key challenges in this model

• No single owner can define, manage, and ensure delivery of standardized 
   and integrated services across technology domains to meet business needs

• Model lacks an effective customer-delivery function to optimize incoming 
   demand and drive financial transparency

• Design decisions are made within each domain in isolation but may have 
   significant impact on integrated cost and performance across technologies

• Lack of accountability drives custom solutions

• Many handoffs and much back-and-forth among groups (eg, servers, 
   storage) are required to build an infrastructure solution

• Having “build” intertwined with operations limits ability to have flexible 
   capacity through vendor involvement

• Incidents are “tossed” among technology silos to resolve issues

High degree of duplication of similar activities (such as planning, 
engineering, analytics, and reporting) across technology domains
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•  a level-one group with staff trained on many 
technologies to address simple tickets for 
most technology domains

•  level-two and level-three groups to address 
more complex tickets that require some 
degree of technical specialization and to 
oversee the operational health of each 
technology area

•  a field-service organization to resolve all 
tickets that require “physical touch” of an 
asset in a business location (for example, 
installing a new local-area network or 
changing a power supply on a local server)

•  a facility organization to oversee and operate 
the data centers and resolve all tickets that 
require physical touch inside a data center

McKinsey On Business Technology 2013 — Plan-Build-Run
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Leading IT infrastructure organizations are increasingly 
adopting plan-build-run models.

Plan

 1 Relationship management

• Conduct business planning 
   and manage demand

• Provide cost, consumption, 
   and performance transparency

• Optimize existing portfolio 
   of infrastructure

 10 Support functions

• Offer shared services for support functions such as reporting, project management, and finance

 2 Product management

• Define standard products, 
   along with associated service-
   model and unit costs

• Manage end-to-end cost 
   and performance of products

Build

 3 Deployment

• Match application requirements 
   to standard infrastructure 
   products

• Use stand-alone “build” 
   factories across technology 
   domains

 4 Product engineering

• Operationalize products

• Provide engineering support 
   for incidents related to products

Run

 5 End-user service desk

• Provide remote centers for 
   support, driving 80–85% 
   of remote resolution

 6 Field service

• Offer local field services

 7 Level 1 support 
  operations

• Rely on command centers 
   for monitoring, dispatching 
   service 

• Resolve simple, automated, 
   scripted tasks

 8 Level 2 and 3 support 
  operations

• Provide escalation support 
   for incidents, changes, 
   and requests

• Offer preventive maintenance

• Employ small team of operational 
   owners for defined products

 9 Facility operations

• Conduct physical rack and stack

Exhibit 2
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Addressing design and  
implementation considerations 

To translate the broad plan-build-run struc-
ture into a working organizational design, 
there are a range of questions to address 
according to an infrastructure organization’s 
ambition, starting point, and constraints.  
Two examples of these illustrate the kinds  
of considerations to be weighed.

What is the balance of power between  
regional and global functions?  
Within the broad parameters of a plan- 
build-run organization, it’s possible to have 
strong regional functions, perhaps with a 
global group driving process consistency, or  
to have global functions with a thin regional 
overlay to address local regulatory, adminis-
trative, and HR issues. Some infrastructure 
organizations choose to maintain strong 
regional functions because they believe it’s 
simpler and allows them to stay closer to  
local application-development and mainte-
nance teams and other business partners.  
But it’s becoming much more common for 
core functions to become global, with regional 
management as a thin overlay, as the busi-
nesses that infrastructure teams support 
become increasingly globalized themselves.

Who has ultimate budget responsibility?  
In a plan-build-run model, the end-to-end 
P&L responsibility for infrastructure services 
can sit in one of two places: with the product 
managers or with level-three operations.  
Both choices have proved successful in 
different circumstances. In most cases, the 
choice is based on senior leadership’s beliefs 
about where the managers with the skills and 
organizational authority to drive budgetary 
objectives sit.

At the same time, transitioning to a plan-
build-run model requires careful imple-
mentation planning in a number of dimen-
sions, including the redefinition of roles,  
new types of metrics, skill implications, 
training requirements, inspirational com-
munications, and sequencing of key mile-
stones in a pragmatic way.

Unlocking short-term value  
and enabling a broad range  
of strategic objectives

In our experience, transitioning to plan-build-
run infrastructure usually drives short-term 
cost reductions amounting to the equivalent  
of 5 to 10 percent of labor costs, which are 
captured within 6 to 12 months and based  
on several sources of value: 

•  eliminating duplication of activities by 
forming shared services for common 
activities (for instance, global product 
management and product engineering;  
global build factories; analytics and report- 
ing; project management; and finance)

•  adding scale in operational activities such as 
incident management, problem management, 
and product engineering 
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•  improving performance of middle managers 
and workers, for example, by using output-
based metrics

•  reducing demand for activities that don’t  
add value (for example, the frequency and 
size of metrics reporting)

In addition to short-term value, transitioning 
to a plan-build-run model accelerates and 
reduces the risks associated with the major 
transformations that are increasingly impor-
tant to leading-edge infrastructure groups: 

•  enabling organizations to effectively intro-
duce and manage next-generation infra-
structure products across technology 
domains (for example, private cloud, unified 
communication, virtualized desktops, and  
IP telephony) by breaking down technology 
silos and creating product-management 
teams to drive the introduction of sophi-
sticated, integrated offerings

•  increasing the effectiveness of demand 
management and enhancing the business-
unit IT experience by creating dedicated 
groups to work with senior development 

managers on decisions and trade-offs that 
affect infrastructure costs

•  accelerating deployment of complex applica-
tions that span multiple technology domains 
by creating integrated deployment teams

•  facilitating more effective sourcing arrange-
ments, with companies retaining strategic 
functions including product design,  
engineering, and customer management 
while sourcing activities that are more 
execution oriented 

•  expanding the value of lean operations by 
facilitating the segmentation of operational 
activities by complexity rather than tech-
nology domain

. . .
For many infrastructure functions, transi-
tioning to a plan-build-run model can both 
unlock short-term value and enable a broad 
range of strategic objectives. However, doing 
so requires getting important decisions right 
and planning carefully to overcome imple-
mentation challenges. •
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It’s becoming more common for core functions to become  
global, with regional management as a thin overlay, as the  
businesses that infrastructure teams support become  
increasingly globalized themselves.


